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Discourses shape the perception, conservation and utilisation of natural resources. This can be seen in the case of the globally unique walnut-fruit forests of southern Kyrgyzstan. This article shows the historical change of the discourse on protection and utilisation of these forests from the times of Russian colonialism and Soviet socialism up to present day post-Soviet capitalism. Due to the abundance of these forests, protection concepts were developed long ago with the aim of implementing ‘proper’ utilisations. By applying an interpretative discourse analytical method, the thesis will be proved that historical concepts for forest protection did not arise from the understanding of an intrinsic value of nature as often assumed, but instead were formed by powerful actors through pragmatic arguments to create control systems over this natural resource. Consequently, the present status of the walnut-fruit forests is a result of the interplay of natural processes and anthropogenic interventions. The conflict-laden relation between the current socioeconomic situation of the region and specific patterns of the conservation discourse becoming apparent recently make this article relevant. If the forests’ structural significance for local and regional economies is undervalued or ignored, concepts targeting the goal of restoring the forests in a natural state or operating with the basic objective of protecting biodiversity and genetic resources might generate new rivalries and income conflicts. Rather, in view of the long-term human impact, the forests must be understood primarily as a cultural landscape, and consequently the aims, instruments and terminologies of the protection concepts have to be adapted to this understanding and reformulated with the involvement and participation of local stakeholders.
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Introduction

After the opening of the Soviet Union at the end of the Cold War, Western scientists and environmentalists became aware not only of many ecologically disastrous legacies of ‘actually existing socialism’ (Pickles and Smith 1998) but also of an impressive variety of apparently untouched natural spaces and unique ecosystems. One such singularity among the Central Asian deserts, steppes and high mountains is located in the southwestern Tien Shan: a relatively small area of mixed forests, mainly walnut and various species of wild fruit. In view of global species extinction and the predominant agenda of protecting biodiversity hotspots, the high species diversity of these walnut-fruit forests has stimulated efforts to ensure their long-term survival and protection (Blaser et al. 1998; Gottschling et al. 2005; SAEPFU GKR 2010). Far from being an unpopulated natural landscape, however, these forests are the result of a combination of natural processes and human activity, as they have been cultivated intensively for many years and are now a major element in local subsistence strategies.

Referring to these forests and leaning towards an approach in the sense of ‘historical political ecology’ (Davis 2009; Offen 2004), we will explore how forest protection was debated within predominant conservation discourses in the course of time and link them to current discourses as well as the present local socioeconomic situation. By doing so, we interpret ‘forest’ and ‘nature’ not in an essentialist way, but as socially constructed realities and ‘geographical imaginations’ (Gregory 1994) as well as aspects of the multidimensional relations between human societies and the material world. These relations are strongly influenced by powerful assertive
players and in this way reflected and represented in specific meanings, theoretical approaches as well as practices embedded in space and time.

Our paper explores the objectives and arguments of forest protection concepts from a historical perspective, consideration of the respective socio-political contexts being essential for the analysis. Our aim is, first, to reconstruct the interaction of protection and utilisation by means of historical-contextual descriptions of forest perception, conservation measures and utilisation practices. Secondly, we want to uncover how specific imaginations reflect the perception of certain actors and organisations determining the discourse and who define which utilisation patterns are classified as beneficial or harmful (Forsyth 2003, 76).

The relevance of our paper lies in the potentially conflict-laden relationship between the present socio-economic situation of the study area and the current conservation discourse, which recently led to a decision by the Kyrgyz government to create a ‘natural park’ within the region by 2012 (SAEPFUGKR 2010). Local residents, having lost their social and economic security after the dissolution of the USSR, were not involved in this decision-making process. At the same time, most of the local population have been forced to modify their livelihood strategies, shifting from wage work income to subsistence (Schmidt 2008). By contrast, the externally introduced protection concept expressly allows only certain human uses of the park for recreation and tourism in a limited area and to a limited extent. However, the essential agricultural and pastoral livelihood practices of the locals are not formally named as legal (LKROPA 2010, art. 23). Against this background we will discuss the question of whether protected walnut-forests are a resource or constraint for local people (Khan and Bhagwat 2010).

Characteristics of the walnut-fruit forest region

This study relates to a forested area on the northern edge of the Fergana Basin in the Kyrgyz Republic. On the south-facing slopes of the Fergana range of the western Tian Shan about 30,000 ha of mixed forests grow at elevations between 1500 and 2000 m asl (Musuraliev 1998, 5; see Figure 1).

These forests contain a great variety of woody species, mainly walnut (Juglans regia) and maple (Acer turkestanica), as well as many wild forms of fruit species (Gottschling et al. 2005). It seems remarkable that these forests have survived at all, considering their location on the edge of one of the most densely settled areas in Central Asia and their obvious abundance of wood, nuts and fruit. Human impact has been considerable over a long period, with a substantial effect on fauna and flora. Today, some 50 000 people live close to these forests, and their livelihood partly depends on the use of local land and forest resources.

The study area was controlled by foreign sovereigns for centuries. It was ruled by the Khans of Kokand during the 18th and 19th centuries, annexed by the Russian Empire in 1876, and incorporated into the Soviet Union in 1924.

![Figure 1 Location of the walnut-fruit forests in Kyrgyzstan](image)
As a result, the local population had only limited options for autonomous action during the last two centuries. Higher-level authorities and stakeholders established rights of access, possession and use, neglecting local needs and protection practices. Hence with regard to their dominant position within the predominant discourse, they were able to determine which parts of nature were considered worthy of protection or utilisation. To understand the current situation it is important to disclose and deconstruct the reasons for previous prohibitions and constraints. Additionally it is necessary to show that stereotypical conceptions are by no means an ontological given, but are produced in the context of discursive processes that in turn reflect power structures (Mattissek and Reuber 2004, 237; Mattissek 2007).

Our thesis is that concepts for forest protection from the colonial period up to the post-Soviet era did not arise from the understanding of an intrinsic value of nature, but were formed through pragmatic arguments to create control systems over these forests. Powerful actors influenced the creation of specific institutions to achieve their resource-related interests. By doing so, only specific forms of human appropriation became legal. For this reason we are not asking for root causes and impacts of environmental change, but how arguments related hereto flow into discourse argumentation and institutional contexts.

**Discourse analytical interpretation of written sources**

By applying an interpretative method for the analysis of historical sources, we understand language not only as a ‘social practice’ (Campbell 2009, 167) but also as ‘socially shaped’ and ‘socially shaping’ and in this way as a ‘complex social event’ (Fairclough 1993, 134, 136). We argue, first, that discourses are dominated by powerful stakeholders and in this way represent the power structure within a society; second, that discourses as supra-individual patterns and structures shape the focused subject linguistically and attribute matter and meaning to it; and, third, that concepts became hegemonic in this way influencing individual speech-based understandings of the subject as well as what is to be considered common sense, knowledge or even truth, socio-cultural and ecological institutions.

By applying an interpretative method for the analysis of historical sources, we understand language not only as a ‘social practice’ (Campbell 2009, 167) but also as ‘socially shaped’ and ‘socially shaping’ and in this way as a ‘complex social event’ (Fairclough 1993, 134, 136). We argue, first, that discourses are dominated by powerful stakeholders and in this way represent the power structure within a society; second, that discourses as supra-individual patterns and structures shape the focused subject linguistically and attribute matter and meaning to it; and, third, that concepts became hegemonic in this way influencing individual speech-based understandings of the subject as well as what is to be considered common sense, knowledge or even truth, socio-cultural and ecological practice (Foucault 1972; Fairclough 1995; Hajer 1995; Mattissek and Reuber 2004; McGregor 2005).

We centred on written historical sources from authors and institutions dominating discourses during different epochs. These sources were analysed to detect significant arguments, statements and passages to show the constructed character of the concepts ‘forest’ and ‘nature’ and the utilisation forms and conservation efforts deriving from them. The interpretation of the identified text fragments took place under explicit consideration of the wider socio-historical frame, of the authors’ institutional context, their social position as well as the addressees and the purpose of the whole text.

Our paper is based on intensive archival research in Bishkek, Tashkent, Osh, Jalalabad and Berlin. There we found scientific papers, minutes of meetings and administrative proceedings of different institutions, legal rights, party reports as well as newspaper articles from colonial and Soviet eras. We inspected recent documents such as scientific articles, laws, intern instructions and annual reports by the state forestry enterprises and other governmental institutions.

**The walnut forests under changing discourses**

**Forest regulation under Russian colonial rule**

In 1876 the Russian Empire annexed the Khanate of Kokand and incorporated the whole region, including the nut forest area, into the so-called Turkestan Government-General. Driven by the Great Game – Britain and Russia’s struggle for supremacy in Central Asia (Hopkirk 2001; Evans 2004) – Russian expansion required reliable knowledge of the natural landscape. Explorers’ reports had provided the colonists with basic information about relief, climate and natural resources. Remarkably, the newly established forest department recognised the ecological and hence the indirect economic value of the mountain forests of the Fergana region, including the nut trees. Their capacity for regulating the water balance and the protection they provide against denudation and erosion create direct links between processes in mountains and agriculture in irrigation oases (Nalivkin 1883, 65; Navrotskij 1900, III; HFD 1901, 432). Rauner, a former chief of the Board for agriculture and state property of Turkestan and vice-inspector of the Corps of forestry officers wrote:

> Because these water sources safeguard the entire agriculture of the Turkestan valleys they require special protection with the aim of preserving the stored water, as far as possible also stabilising water level fluctuations, and maintaining the entire water regime. Mountain forests have an enormous effect . . . on the appropriate fluctuations of water level and discharge. (1901, 3f.)

The oldest documents dealing explicitly with specific conservation issues are Russian scientific publications, newspaper articles and administrative records, which led the colonial powers to initiate a debate about the ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ way of managing the forests. The documents are often pervaded by laments about the ‘sad state’ (Lisnevskij 1884, 51) and diminishing size of the forests due to uncontrolled felling, fire clearing and forest grazing, and by scenarios of social conflicts likely to result from...
the lack of natural forest regeneration, the decreasing size, and the subsequent threat to water supplies (Nalivkin 1883, 16: 62f; 17: 66; Korzhinskij 1896, 42; Navrotskij 1900, III; Rauner 1901, 4ff.; HFD 1901, 432, 456). A scientific paper cites the Muslim population’s fatalistic attitude to the issue of forest property and use as a cause:

The forests growing in the mountains were provided by Allah for the benefit of all people inhabiting the country, and because they do not belong to a specific individual they can be exploited...by anyone living there...For Allah will plant new forest to replace what has been cleared. (Lisnevskij 1884, 51)

In conjunction with the imputed incompetence of the local administration and population resulting from ignorance about the natural conditions, theoretical assumptions about the ecological and economic relevance of the forests were the starting point for protective measures dictated by the colonial administration. Not least in expectation of population growth due to Russian immigration and increasing food demands, forests were legally codified as state property, and protection of the mountain forests became a key task of the colonial forestry administration (Bannikov 1969, 18; SCF 1899, 32; HFD 1901, 431, 436; MASP 1902; Makarov 1940, 3). Given the state’s primary interest in conserving ‘protective forests’ as the ‘protectors of water resources that give life to Turkestan’ (Navrotskij 1900, III) and the overall economic significance of cotton crops, forest exploitation for immediately economic purposes was explicitly given secondary importance (Nalivkin 1883, 78; Rauner 1901, 11). For a long time the opinion prevailed in the forestry administration that the mountain forests ‘neither have, nor can have, any economic importance’ (HFD 1901, 433).

Selective exploitation of the forests did not begin until the late 19th century. It focused on burls, which were exported to destinations as far away as Marseilles, France. This shows a paradigm shift from conservation to immediate economic valorisation within the forest administration (Nalivkin 1883, 65, 69; Navrotskij 1895, 1898; Korzhinsky 1896, 40; BASPT 1915), as the following quote from a forestry director shows: in future, the fear that a tree would die as a result of burl harvesting would not deserve attention ‘since the value of a cut burl was many times that of the tree’ (HFD 1901, 471). Despite the official protection rhetoric, the nut forests gradually became a fixed item in the state budget, with not only timber yields but also payment for usufruct rights representing major sources of revenue.

**Planned nut forest appropriation in the Soviet Union**

After 1917, the building of Soviet society drew on interpretations of Marxist–Leninist theories, which developed a historically unprecedented economic, political and societal model and also formulated a specific understanding of nature. During the seven decades of the Soviet system, the dominant interpretations of nature and society’s treatment of it did not stay static, yet their general trend remained unchanged. Nature was described in terms such as ‘chaotic, free of sense...hostile, alien and wild’ (Bolotova 2008, 58), and its discourse-determining importance lay primarily in its unlimited store of resources. Accordingly, its meaning and value emerged only when it was appropriated and processed by humans using creative technologies. Technical development measures were therefore considered to be essential instruments in building socialist society. Key importance was ascribed to certain natural regions because of their intrinsic ecological potentials for protection and regulation, which were to be protected for macroeconomic reasons (Makarov 1940, 4).

Collectivisation measures in the first half of the 1930s brought an intensive commodification of the nut forests. Although their ecological importance was recognised, it was subordinated by the emphasis on immediately utilisable forestry potentials (Lupinovich 1949, 25; SCUSSR et al. 1991, 72, 177):

The economic importance of the nut forests...is exceedingly great and varied. The nut stands, supplemented by wide areas of wild apple, plum, rose hip, pear and other trees,...give this forest massif an extraordinary economic significance. (Momot 1940, 30)

The damaging impact of timber extraction during the first socialist decades led to the decision to designate the nut forests as a zakaznik – a protected area with restricted use – in 1945. A specific management strategy was developed that explicitly permitted forestry enterprises (leskhozes) to continue appropriating forest resources and formulated directives to safeguard the forest’s runoff and water storage function. Again the nut forests came into focus in connection with their aforementioned hydrological functions and their consequent relevance for large-scale irrigation projects to expand cotton growing (Lupinovich 1949, 20, 25).

Public discussion of the importance and treatment of nature began to change after Stalin’s death in 1953 and increasingly in the 1970s and 1980s when ecological problems became more visible and modernisation met with more international criticism. Greater frequency of co-occurrences such as ‘careful’ and ‘rational use’, as well as phrases such as ‘natural wealth’, which suggest an essentialist value of nature, indicate a cautious watering-down of the economic view of nature. Nevertheless, the predominant perception was that the driving forces maintaining socialist society were the modernisation paradigm and resource-based technological progress, whereas
ecological interrelationships were of subsidiary importance (CKSSR and ASKSSR 1985, 6; Obertreis 2008). Accordingly, the Supreme Soviet of the Soviet Union (1972, 8) justified the necessity of conservation measures by their future economic impact.

So in the preamble to Soviet forest legislation, the economic potential of the forests is accorded predominance over other factors (CKSSR 1950; FFLUSSR 1977). The term ‘forests of the nut industry zones’ (lesa orekhopromysłowych zon) found in Article 15 of the FFLUSSR (1977) highlights the immediate economic importance of these forests. Furthermore, protection measures are justified by the necessity of protecting specific forest functions, not for the protection of the forest in its own right.

Remarkably, the USSR considered itself a pioneer of nature protection for two reasons. First, it denied capital- ism any protective capacity because of the latter’s inherent orientation towards self-interest. Second, it had already addressed the issues in its founding years, in a manner similar to the goals later formulated by UNESCO (2002), by designating specified types of area with different protection levels, interlinked as components of a nationwide network of protected areas (Rashek et al. 1983, 10). The zakaznik concept limited management to certain spheres and periods, making possible what was known as a ‘socialist utilisation of nature’ (Trofimov and Romanov 1981; Shaposhnikov 1967, 5ff.; Rashek et al. 1983, 23; Meessen 1988, 42).

In connection with the development of tourism from the 1960s onwards, an alternative, aesthetically oriented perception of the nut forests prevailed, with positive publicity effects. Brochures and guidebooks referred to the forests in sensuous terms:

The crowns of the trees entwine, serpentine paths seem to wind through green tunnels, and the sun barely penetrates the leafy canopy to reach the ground. The air is saturated by the mellow aroma of walnut. Silence prevails, somewhere only disturbed by the thunder of a wild river or waterfall, the murmur of a stream. (Vernadskij 1972, np)

Linguistic constructions of such idealised nature scenarios should be understood as economically motivated attempts to instrumentalise an understanding of nature that ascribes to it an essentialist value, serving as advertisements to attract visitors.

Continuity and paradigm shift in the post-Soviet phase

In view of the polluted and ruined landscapes in the USSR, the end of the socialist experiment brought great hopes for a general improvement of the environmental situation. It was hoped that the introduction of a market economy would lead to more efficient use of resources and that democratisation would increase attention to stakeholder concerns (Shaw and Oldfield 1998, 164). By and large, the Kyrgyz Republic took over concepts and nomenclature of Soviet environmental protection and incorporated them into national laws, at the same time trying to achieve compatibility with international standards. Since independence in 1991, management, strategies and utilisation of the nut forests, as well as ideas about their relevance, have demonstrated persistence and continuity, on the one hand, and new conservation paradigms and actors, on the other. At the same time there are not enough funds and staff to implement these conservation concepts and ensure that they are complied with.

At the present time, the leskhozes, founded in the late 1940s, are still responsible at the local level for forestry use of the state-owned forests. Owing to tight budgets and drastic staff cutbacks, the leskhozes are now finding it increasingly difficult to manage and monitor protection regulations. Besides, job losses and reduced social security benefits have led to insecurity and poverty at the individual level, making it necessary to modify livelihood strategies, one of which was utilisation of local land and forestry resources. As already shown elsewhere (Fisher et al. 2004), the importance of forestry resources increased for individual households. At present, the greatest dangers to the long-term survival of the nut forests are quoted illicit burl sawing, unregulated cutting of timber and fuelwood, as well as haymaking and forest grazing (Schmidt 2005; Eastwood et al. 2009; SAEPFUGKR 2010).

Emphasis on the uniqueness of Kyrgyzstan’s nut forests and their importance for soil protection and water cycle (Venglovskij 1998, 76) remains a persistent element of an environmental narrative right up to the present time (Bal-bakova nd; Shukurov and Balbakova 2009), as does the notion that the nut forests are relicts from Tertiary time (Kolov 1998, 59), which was recently disproved by Beer et al. (2008), or even the original home of most of our fruit species (Succow 2004, 30; SAEPFUGKR 2010). Addressing target groups seeking ‘pure nature’, tourist companies promise ‘unspoilt, preserved nature’, alluding to the long-term protected status of the forests (Advantour 2009; CBT 2009).

Now that Kyrgyzstan is easily accessible, Western scientists and international environmental organisations are new actors in research and development projects. At the same time, they import their ideas of nature conservation and meanwhile dominate the discourse about the (global) importance of the nut forests and the ‘proper’ way of managing them. Referring to Vavilov’s statement that Central Asia is one of eight worldwide origins of useful plants (Hawkes 1998), Davis et al. (1995) identified the mountains of Central Asia as a global ‘hotspot of biodiversity’, containing more than 300 species of wild fruit and nuts (Eastwood et al. 2009, 5). The nut forests play a
special role within this hotspot because of their great variety of woody species and habitats. Eastwood et al. (2009, 8) even credit them with ‘global significance’ because of their importance as an ‘international genetic resource’. Although not explicitly named, a broader notion of the commodification of the forests is immanent in such statements (Willems-Braun 1997): for instance, the necessity of safeguarding species diversity and especially genetic codes with a view to future economic utilisation of the material. In this way, the authors are internationalising the nut forests by rating global interests – genetic resources conservation – higher than local concerns: ‘As the largest and best remained relict forests the walnut-fruit forests are of global importance. [. . .] [They] store rich genetic resources [. . .] for the breeding of new species’ (SAEPFUGKR 2010, 6). To a large extent, Kyrgyz members of the scientific community and the forestry administration have rapidly adopted the ideas and terminology of Western conservationists. For example, Venglovskij (1998, 76) advocated ‘sustainable forest management’, while the most recent statutes of a state forest farm specify various measures to maintain ‘sustainability’ (ustojchivost’) and ‘biodiversity’ (biologicheskoje raznoobrazie) as key tasks (SFA 2006, 15). In view of the ecological uniqueness that seems to be disappearing as a result of intensive forest use by the local population, Kyrgyz and international researchers are demanding world natural heritage status for the forests and the creation of a preserve area. It seems that the Kyrgyz government will achieve the second demand by proclaiming a ‘natural park’ by 2012 (SAEPFUGKR 2010). However, this would mean putting certain areas under strict protection and reducing or even banning forest uses by local residents for economic purposes.

**Conclusion**

By presenting examples of predominant leitmotifs, arguments and terms of certain historical discourses we proved our hypothesis that the forest protection policies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Era</th>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Legal implication</th>
<th>Leitmotif and predominant lines of argument</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colonial period</td>
<td>‘Protectors of water resources that give life to Turkestan’</td>
<td>Forests as state property with safeguard functions but without a legal title as protected areas</td>
<td>Preservation of forests’ capacity for water balance regulation and erosion control to secure the regional ecological suprastructure. <em>Reason</em>: macroeconomic prosperity through securing cotton production on irrigated areas as part of the colonial project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian czardom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Immediate resource appropriation for economic purposes of the forestry sector. <em>Reason</em>: macroeconomic prosperity through securing cotton production on irrigated areas and immediate forest valorisation as the base of socialist project’s long-term success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socialist era</td>
<td>Zakaznik</td>
<td>Forests with safeguard functions and restricted use as state-owned protected areas, equipped with a legal title and de facto subdivided into protected and exploitable areas</td>
<td>Preservation of forests’ capacity for water balance regulation and erosion control to secure the regional ecological suprastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soviet Union</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Immediate resource appropriation for economic purposes of the forestry sector and limited recreation and tourist activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitalism</td>
<td>Zakaznik, natural park</td>
<td>Forests with safeguard functions and restricted use as state-owned protected areas, equipped with a legal title and de facto subdivided into protected and extensive utilisable areas</td>
<td>Preservation of forests’ capacity for water balance regulation and erosion control to secure the regional ecological suprastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyrgyz Republic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Preservation of the globally important forest species diversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(since 1991)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Immediate resource appropriation for economic purposes of the forestry sector and limited recreation and tourist activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Restriction of local utilisation practices. <em>Reason</em>: maintaining and restoring regional ecological integrity, safeguarding the genetic potentials for further economic purposes and acceptance of the recreational meaning of the forests</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
did not derive from an understanding of an essentialist value of nature, but from pragmatic, primarily economic motives, which allowed specific human appropriations (Table 1).

Regulated utilisation, based on protection-oriented arguments, was first introduced under colonial rule. Legal legitimation of utilisation modes primarily depended on their compatibility with protection aims and followed the political and economic logic of the colonial power. The gradually watered-down leitmotif of the colonial mountain forest discourse could be described as ‘conserving the protective forests’, and its arguments were primarily directed towards maintaining the macroeconomic stability of the entire region as the base of successful colonisation. The aforementioned references contained no indication that the forests should be protected because of the putative intrinsic value of nature (priroda).

The Soviet conservation strategy aimed to preserve the nut forests because of their dual economic importance: their protective functions and the direct economic appropriation that became more intensive, better coordinated and lastly took precedence over conservation issues. The zakaznik status accorded to the forests permitted their use for purposes of forestry and subsequently tourism, alongside conservation aims. The primacy of appropriation derives from the specifically Soviet development model and requires protective measures to be supplemented by compensatory afforestation to safeguard long-term resource use. This showed notable affinity with the current sustainability discourse and the ‘biosphere reserves’ approach.

At present, the forests formally still belong to the same protection category as in Soviet times, but continuous measures are not being implemented to any appreciable extent. Forest management is substantially less intensive than during the Soviet era, whereas unregulated resource extraction has increased. At the same time, forest utilisation has become more important as an income source for the local population.

Consequently, the present state of the forests has been substantially affected by long-term human use in discontinuous form and extent. If the forests’ structural significance for local economies is ignored, concepts operating with the basic objective of restoring the forests in a natural shape as well as of protecting biodiversity and genetic resources for global purposes will generate new rivalries and conflicts. The ‘natural park’ model itself and the decision-making process characterised by the exclusion of the local population implies such threats. Rather, in view of the long-term human impact, the forests must be understood primarily as a cultural landscape, and their economic relevance has to be recognised. Consequently the aims, instruments and terminologies of prospective protection concepts must be adapted to this understanding and formulated with the involvement and participation of local stakeholders.

We have demonstrated that historical discourse analysis of written sources is a suitable tool to uncover the trajectories and genesis of current ideas of ‘nature’ and ‘environmental protection’. By systematising arguments within a discourse, by identifying actors and their interests as well as their assertiveness within the discourse, this approach is helpful to explain why and how specific ideas became established and others not. In this sense the approach can support the early detection of resource-related conflicts and processes of civil conflict management.
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